
 
 

Today’s Daf In Review is being sent l’zecher nishmas Habachur Yechezkel Shraga A”H ben R’ Avrohom 
Yehuda 
 

Yevamos Daf Nun 
 

PEREK R’ GAMLIEL -- PEREK CHAMISHI 
 

MISHNA 

• R’ Gamliel says, there is no effect to a get given (to a yevama) after a get (was already given to 
that yevama or her tzara), to a maamar given after a maamar, to a bi’ah done after a bi’ah, or to 
a chalitza done after a chalitza. The Chachomim say there is effect to a get given after a get, and 
to a maamar done after a maamar, although there is no effect to anything done after a bi’ah or 
a chalitza. 

o If a yavam does maamar and then gives her a get, he must still give her chalitza.  
o If he does maamar and gives her chalitza, he must still give her a get.  
o If he does maamer and then does bi’ah, that is the proper performance of the mitzvah 

of yibum. 
o If he gives a get and then does maamar, he must give another get and chalitza.  
o If he gave her a get and then did bi’ah, he must give her a get and chalitza.  
o If he gave her a get and chalitza, there is no effect to anything done after the chalitza.  
o If he 1) gives chalitza, and then does either maamar, or gives a get, or does bi’ah, or 2) 

does bi’ah, and then does either maamar, gives a get, or chalitza, nothing after the 
chalitza has any effect.  

• All these rules apply whether there is one yevama or 2 yevamos. 
o If the yavam gave maamar to each of the yevamos, he must give a get to each of them 

and a chalitza to one of them. 
o If he gives maamar to one and does bi’ah with the other, he again must give a get to 

each and a chalitza to one. 
o If he gave maamar to one and chalitza to the other, he must give a get to the first one. 
o If he gave a get to each of them, he must give chalitza to one of them.  
o If he gives a get to one and does bi’ah with the other one, he must give a get and a 

chalitza. 
o If he gave a get to one and maamar to the other, he must give a get and a chalitza. 
o If he gave a get to one and chalitza to the other, there is no effect to anything given 

after the chalitza.  
o If he gave chalitza to each of the yevamos, or if he gave chalitza to one and either 

maamer or a get or a bi’ah to the other one, or if he does bi’ah with both of them, or if 
he does bi’ah with one and then gives maamar a get or chalitza to the other one, there 
is no effect to anything given after the chalitza.  

• All these rules apply to where there are one yavam and two yevamos, and when there are two 
yavams and one yevama. 

• In the case mentioned where he first did chalitza and then did either maamar, a get, or a bi’ah, 
or when he first does a bi’ah, and then does a maamar, a get, or a chalitza, and we said that 
there is no effect to anything done after the chalitza, that applies whether the chalitza was done 
in the beginning, in the middle, or at the end. With regard to a bi’ah, when it is done at the 
beginning, there is no effect to anything done after it. However, if the bi’ah is done in the middle 
or at the end, there is effect to something done after the bi’ah. R’ Nechemya says, there is no 
effect to anything done after a chalitza or a bi’ah, whether the chalitza or the bi’ah was done in 
the beginning, in the middle, or at the end. 

 



GEMARA 

• The machlokes between R’ Gamliel and the Chachomim is only regarding a get after a get, or a 
maamar after a maamar. However, all would agree that a get with a yevama on its own and a 
maamar with a yevama on its own are certainly effective to some degree. 

o Q: Why do the Rabanan say that a get is effective? A: Since people know that a get is 
effective in terminating a relationship, if we were to say that a get is not effective here, 
people may come to say that a chalitza is also not effective, and they may come to do 
bi’ah after doing chalitza.  

o Q: Why do the Rabanan say that maamar is effective? A: Since people know that 
maamar (kiddushin) is effective in creating a relationship, if we were to say that maamar 
is not effective here, people may come to say that bi’ah is also not effective, and they 
may come to do bi’ah after having done bi’ah to another yevama. 

o Q: Why do the Rabanan say that there is effect to something done after a deficient 
bi’ah? A: If it is a bi’ah after the giving of a get, the Rabanan say it is not completely 
effective, as a gezeirah for a case when a bi’ah is done after a chalitza. In the case where 
the bi’ah was done after maamar was given to one of the other yevamos, they say the 
bi’ah is not completely effective as a gezeirah for a case when a bi’ah is done after 
another bi’ah.  

o Q: Why do the Rabanan say that nothing is effective even after a deficient chalitza? A: 
There is no reason to be goizer. We don’t need to be goizer when a chalitza is given 
after a get, for a cases when it is given after a chalitza, because there is no issur done by 
giving multiple chalitzos. There is also no reason to be goizer when chalitza is given after 
maamer, for a case when chalitza would be given after bi’ah, because in both these 
cases a get will be needed (for the maamar and for the bi’ah). 

 


